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         Abstract:  

“East-West” encounter in Jhabvala is a prominent theme running through several of 

her novels and short stories.  India is a land of romance and mystery in the eyes of  

many westerners.  The novels of Jhabvala like Esmond in India, Heat and Dust,      

Three Continents, Out of India and A Strange Climate Jhabvala, presents the „motif‟ 

or „situation‟ that  contrast certain vital elements of India‟s culture with that of the 

West.  Though Jhabvala‟s reputation suffered a severe blow temporarily, she           

became even more popular in the west. This paper brings out the cultural change      

that she experienced in her life. 

Key Words: encounter, culture, civilization, transmigration, Karma, heritage, Hindui

sm. 

 

The Western response to Indian culture which manifested itself in the form of             

a    mild interest which came to its first culmination at the end of the eighteenth and the   

beginning of the nineteenth century. A great number of western poets, essayists, novelists 

and philosophers landed on the Indian shores to taste the cultural heritage of the South   

Asian subcontinent. The Indian mythology, languages and Hindu philosophy played a     

vital  role in the American Transcendentalist Movement. This movement ignited in turn,             

a curious flame of learning and seeking in the minds of the young and old and men and  

women alike across Europe.  

Hinduism is a very ancient religion in which many primitive aspects survive         

beside highly developed philosophical systems. It remains a driving force for the western

ers   who take interest in the religion. As Hinduism is the faith of a single cultural unit, to 
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be    found in the ancient land India, it is sharply distinguished from the religions of the  

west  by its belief in transformation,… the great religions of the world may broadly be    

divided  into two main groups by this criterion, and Hinduism is the oldest and most        

enduring of   the    Eastern group which maintains that the soul inhabits many bodies in    

its journey  through   the cosmos until it reaches its final goal, which is described in    var

ying terms. 

 

 When the Westerners read and hear about such strange and unique doctrines of    

Hinduism and its birth place, they develop desire to visit India. Western religion              

generally puts forth practical, palpate, simple and common doctrines which do not need    

any profound interpretation or explanation It is put in black and white so that every          

common man can understand It through a few religious sermons and books, whereas       

Eastern religion generally teaches that man is a special creation, possessing an immortal  

soul which is denied to the lower beings. Hinduism maintains that all living things have    

souls which are essentially equal and are only differentiated through “Karma” or the        

effect of previous deeds.  

 

This doctrine of Hinduism began to exercise influence on the west, especially,      

after the British conquest and subsequently made a great appeal across the West. Even     

great    scholars like Voltaire and Emerson were fascinated by the terms “transmigration”, 

“Samsara Sagar”, ”Athma”,“Karma," and the like. 

 

 Even the ordinary Western young men and women are also highly delighted by    

the description of the universe contained in Hindu mythology. Like old-fashioned            

Hindus, the Westerners happily believed as R.C.Zachner in "Hinduism" observes: The    

universe is shaped like an enormous egg "the Egg Brahma.‟ It is divided into twenty one 

zones, of which the Earth is seventh From the top above the earth are six heavens and      

below it is a series of seven nether worlds (Patala) where snake spirits (nagas) and other  
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supernatural beings dwell, these nether worlds are not places of torment but rather are      

thought of as realms of mystery and magic containing many hidden treasures. Below the 

seven nether worlds are seven hells(naraka), orrather purgatories, where beings suffer      

long periods of torment in expiation of sins committed in the middle zones of the             

universe (217). 

 

 The Europeans, enamoured by these thrilling and romantic beliefs, consider India 

a land of great mystery and romance. Hartly House Calcutta, the work of an anonymous 

author, apparently a lady, published in London in 1789, evidently gives a first-hand         

account of the English ladies during the British regime. Curiously enough, this work       

boasts of  the characteristics of a novel and a travelogue. It is in the form of a series of      

letters written by the protagonist, Sophia Goldborne, to a close lady friend in England.    

The novel gives an interesting picture of the luxurious life of the Indian nawabs and the   

fascination that the English ladies have for the romantic and aristocratic elegance of the  

East. 

 

 Western civilization is built on traditional scholarship. Hence, each and every       

feature of culture can be defined and explained and no factor is beyond perception. But    

the Eastern culture remains complex, obscure and mysterious, not totally articulated.      

Hence its features are not totally understood, explained and reasoned out. However, the   

ambiguous East continues to arouse the curiosity of the monotonous West and lure the    

Europeans. The East with its immensity and mystery seems to provide an extended         

meaning of life to the West. The West believes that India could provide a new mode of    

inspiration, knowledge and show a new way of life. This idea originated in the European 

mind at the dawn of the twentieth century when it was felt that culturally Europe had       

become saturated with its own part and it needed a wider and deeper culture that could     

liberate the mind from its narrow classical antiquity, Christianity and individualism, the    

three forces that had shaped up European culture over the last 2000 years. Western           
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scholars looked upon the East as the only hope for the cultural redemption and                  

rejuvenation of Europe. 

 

India, was to the Middle class Europe, one of the main sources of their economic  

prosperity, an escape from their own spiritual narrowness, a protest against the limitation 

of a purely classic nature and the romantic dream of a timeless and conflict-free existence 

come true. For the dreamer, India‟s appeal rested in the garb of an escape from the           

scientific ugliness and hypocrisy of his age, and for the rationalist, a restatement of          

spiritual and moral values and a symbol of the rediscovered human soul. India was a back

ward country steeped in dark mystery, stimulating him for social reform, political            

emancipation, whether guiding one through its racial theories, or humanitarian                 

enterprises. Their response to India was at times coloured by their own desire to escape    

from a civilisation that had exhausted itself.  The East, with its primitive culture, caste     

system, social inequalities, holy rivers, and mountains, incredibly religions, complex        

rituals, barbaric tribes, and mystic jungles and woods remained a favorite destination to   

explore. With resplendent festivals, fabulous celebrations, rich history, magnificent forts, 

castles and palaces extravagant Maharajas, amazing elephants, horrible serpents, and       

daring snake charmers, India remained asa veritable heady mix exotica for the West. 

 

So, the westerners made a passage to India with different purposes; some as           

representatives of their respective Governments to help rule India; some in pursuit of        

economic prospects, some to carry over trade and business, some for spiritual solace,       

some to attempt to understand India, some for academic purposes and some others just to 

simply savour the romantic experience that India offered. 

 

 Hence, it became inevitable that the Indians and the English in India had to          

necessarily engage in cross-cultural negotiation for the sake of peaceful co-existence.      

However, the sharp cultural differences, more often than not, thwarted sincere attempts   
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by both the sides for a harmonious cohabitation. There might have been very rare             

exceptions in individual cases of togetherness. But in general each of these two groups of 

people felt uncomfortable with the culture of the other. This is because the undercurrent  

of cultural differences put seriously, subtly or at times even blatantly had the potential to  

influence the outcome of the negotiation over social, moral, domestic, spiritual and          

political issues that each of the two tried to bring about.  

The rationality resulting in materialism, practicality, individual liberty, range of    

morality, sexual tendencies, religious practices, music, dance, the physical disposition,    

colour of the skin, eyes and hair and mode of dressing made the Westerners feel               

completely „alien‟ in the East. The Westerners considered themselves as an elite group    

and so they considered their culture superior and modern. On the contrary all aspects of   

Indian art, architecture, music, dance, food, dress, customs and ceremonies the                  

ingredients of Oriental culture made the East consider eastern culture as ancient,              

deep-rooted and traditional. These cultural differences impacted domains of mutual trust, 

and trust, needless to say, is a veritable imperative in creating a congenial atmosphere for 

conducive co-existence.  

 

Both the East and the West thrill, praise, appreciate, interest and entertain each      

other only for a short while during certain odd moments of realization of the need for      

co-existence, but always one of them grows dissatisfied, disappointed and frustrated over 

the other if the period of co-existence gets stretched for longer spells of time. Moreover,  

Indians are passionate by nature and India is a place that kindles the passion. Indians       

welcome those who come to land here as guests for a few weeks or months. Things get    

a bit more difficult if the guest wants to stay longer and wants to be integrated into the     

local population 

 

Against such a background, Jhabvala explores the possibilities of long lasting and 

successful co-existence of the East and the West in her novels and short stories. She has 
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written about Europeans in India and sometimes about Indians in India, and sometimes    

about both. Jhabvala highlights the confrontations conflicts, negotiations, compromises,  

admiration and aversion between one another and leaves the readers to make their own    

conclusion as to whether the compromise can be achieved. 

Further, Jhabvala‟s novels project a strong view that the Indians, during such       

moments of cultural encounters, try to prevail over the Europeans. and the Europeans      

either meekly submit themselves to the Indians, or try to distance themselves and             

escape or retreat to the West. The East-West conflict, in general, stems from cultural,       

religious and social differences between India and Europe, and so Jhabvala's fictional     

world depicts these three kinds of encounters cultural, social and spiritual. Marykutty     

Alex in "The East-West Encounter in Jhabvala'sA Backward Place” says: 

The conflict within the author's personality finds expression in the East-West           

encounter of cultural shocks and contrasts, Hindu metaphysics and Western             

pragmatism, racial tension and social conflicts, European and Indian, and Twice-     

expatriatedself (from Germany to England and from England toIndia), and Indian     

Jhabvala knows both the continents in their realities with their good, bad and the     

ugly sides... (135) 

 

 In the interaction between the East and the West, Ruth PrawerJhabvala implies     

that the West at first rejoices and feels thrilled but over a passage of time feels exploited     

and a point of time, gets even disillusioned and frustrated. Jhabvala's writings on India    

and Indians have a touch of realism because she could manage to get a closer perception 

of the Indian society due to her social contacts from the Indian family she lived with.      

She became well aware of the Indian perspective on the post-colonial "invasion" of the  

Westerners in search of spiritual resurrection in the sixties which Jhabvala's work to a      

large extent, has interpreted for the West. 

Jhabvala, who was in India throughout 1960's, was also well-placed to observe     

European and American seekers who sought to escape the bourgeois materialism of the 
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West.She often encountered in India, the tackier materialism of the East, feckless middle 

class Westerners, unctuous Indian middle men and charismatic but fraudulent gurus        

proliferate in the novels and short stories like Anew Dominion, Three Continents,              

the      Booker Prize-winning Heat and Dust and "How became a Holy Mother”.Ruth       

Prawer Jhabvala presents India as culturally so diverse that it has to absorb numerous       

internal tensions and conflicts in order to simply exist peacefully. This factor has              

strengthened its defense mechanism against all things that are alien. Hence, people from   

the West who come over to India cannot inflict any injury on her. They land here in           

search of something important, like an elixir of life. They wander, observe, probe and      

disturb the land and the people in varied forms. But India remains nonchalant, upright     

and proud and the Indians bear all the interruptions without any provocation and usually, 

it is the foreigners who are often left baffled. They feel insulted or respected, happy or     

sad, active or inactive and feel big or small before the immensity of India. India changes  

their mind and body, and brings them under its spell first and then lashes out their            

hegemony. 

 Ruth Prawer Jhabvala deals with a wide spectrum of four types of classes of         

Indians: the wealthy westernized intellectuals and businessmen, poor teachers and govern

ment servants clinging on to some social status and respect the English-speaking Europe-

returned and sophisticated gurus, and the poorest comprising peasants, railway workers,  

domestic servants, rickshaw-pullers, manual workers, beggars and others in this endless    

list. When the Westerners attempt to make an existence in the midst of them, they are not 

accepted on equal terms. Indians cannot take the westerners into confidence as they were 

once known to them aggressors who had come down to India to exploit them and to        

disturb their peace. This idea is still lingering as an undercurrent in the mind of the East  

and hence, they cannot accept the English as one among them despite the sincere effort of 

some English men and women who come to India with a lot of love, admiration and        

compassion for the land. They are at times, prepared even to give up everything including 

their own self-identity and self-respect to accommodate themselves within the rigid social 
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boundary of the Indians. Though India allows them to stay, it does not accept them. It      

obliges, entertains and admires but at the same time ridicules them and looks down upon   

their culture. This factor is deeply portrayed in Ruth Prawer Jhabvala‟s novels on India. 
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